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BACKGROUND
The Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA) proposes a restructure of its fares to create
one cohesive fare structure across all four properties (CNY Centro Inc., Centro of Cayuga, Centro of Oneida,
and Centro of Oswego) and the elimination of free transfers at all locations.

Cash Fare
Transfers
MAXPass
Day Pass
10-Ride Pass

Local Service
$1.00
(reduced fare: $0.50)
Eliminated
$12.00
(reduced fare: $6.00)
$4.00
(reduced fare: $2.00)
$10.00
(reduced fare: $5.00)

Cash Fare
Transfers
MAXPass
Day Pass
10-Ride Pass

Commuter Service
$3.00
(reduced fare: $1.50)
Eliminated
$30.00
(reduced fare: $15.00)
$7.00
(reduced fare: $3.50)
$30.00
(reduced fare: $15.00)

The proposed change is intended to:
• Entice riders, as most will see a reduction in their transit costs
• Implement fare parity by offering universal pricing across all Centro properties
• Reduce the number of fare zones
• Simplify fares, which will lay the foundation for enhanced technology including mobile ticketing
Under the proposed plan, passes will be universal and can be used in any Centro service area (local and
commuter service areas respectively). The pass options will be simplified to include the Day Pass (good for 24
hours of unlimited rides), MAXPass (good for 7 consecutive days of unlimited rides), and 10-Ride Pass (rides
never expire) in both local and commuter options. All passes will be available for purchase on the buses
through the farebox, allowing universal access to fare media.

TITLE VI FARE EQUITY ANALYSIS
In accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and CNYRTA Title VI Policies, a Fare Equity Analysis
was completed for the proposed changes. The findings of the analysis showed no disparate impact or
disproportionate burden as a result of the change. The full Fare Equity Analysis was submitted to the Board of
Directors on December 10, 2021, for review. A summary of the report was presented to the Board of Directors
on December 17, 2021.

Public Participation
CNYRTA Title VI Policies state major service changes and any change in the fare structure will be made
available for public input and CNYRTA Board consideration prior to implementation. A notice of the proposed
change(s) will be published in a newspaper of general circulation or their affiliated website and, if applicable,
in newspapers oriented to the specific groups or communities affected, and in buses. Such published notices
will include information as to the date, time, and location of any public hearings. Not sooner than twenty-one
(21) days after the notices are published and posted, at least one public hearing shall be held.
On December 21, 2021, Centro began notifying the public about the system-wide fare restructuring plan. Due
to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, in-person public hearings were not practical. Centro scheduled two virtual
public hearings (12:00 pm and 6:00 pm) for Tuesday, February 8, 2022. Public notification of the hearings
began on January 7, 2022.
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In an effort to address the limited English proficient (LEP) population in Central New York, Centro submitted a
public notice to the CNY Latino newspaper on January 10, 2022. CNY Latino is the sole Hispanic oriented
publication covering Syracuse and the surrounding Central New York area. The public notice was distributed as
a printed insert in the January 2022 edition of the paper.

(Public notice flyer)
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As part of Centro’s ongoing commitment to public outreach, community stakeholders were made aware of the
proposed changes to the fare structure. On January 18, 2022, the Vice President of Business Development
and Corporate Communications attended the Accessible Transportation Advisory Council (ATAC) meeting. The
overall response from the meeting attendees was very positive including support for future mobile ticketing
options.
On January 19, 2022, the Vice President of Business Development and Corporate Communications attended
the Tomorrow's Neighborhoods Today (TNT) meeting for Area 1 – Downtown and Area 8 - Lakefront.

(TNT Meeting Minutes)
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PUBLIC NOTICES
Centro used the following methods to notify the public of the public hearings:

Website
On January 7,2022, Centro placed a banner on the home page of its website (https://www.centro.org/) with a
link to the Public Hearings & Meetings page. The following items were available: public meeting notices,
registration links, legal notices, presentation materials, and Title VI Fare Equity Analysis Summaries. The
website uses Google translate to display the information in alternate languages.

(Screenshot of home page header)

(Screenshots of Public Hearings & Meetings page)
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Legal Notice
Centro distributed the legal notice on January 7, 2022, to The Post-Standard (newspaper of general
circulation). The notice was published on January 7, 2022 (see below) and an affidavit was signed on January
12, 2022 (see page 7).

(Legal notice)
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(Affidavit of publication)
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Social Media
On December 21, 2021, Centro posted a public notice about the system-wide fare restructuring plan on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The dates and times of the virtual public hearings were posted to the same
three platforms on January 7, 2022. A reminder specific to Syracuse was posted on February 7, 2022.
Facebook Posts
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Twitter Posts
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Instagram Posts
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Transit Hub
The Centro Transit Hub, located in the heart of Downtown Syracuse, is the main transfer location for Centro's
Syracuse buses. The virtual public hearing poster was displayed on the Syracuse Hub’s digital monitors
beginning on January 7, 2022.

(Virtual public hearing poster)
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Service Alerts
Customers wishing to receive email and/or text alerts concerning detours, service delays, or other
notifications may sign up for Service Alerts. On December 21, 2021, a system-wide alert was sent announcing
the fare restructuring plan. On January 7, 2022, a system-wide alert was sent announcing the virtual public
hearings. An alert specific to the Syracuse public hearing was sent on February 7, 2022, to all the Syracuse
routes.

(Samples of service alert emails)
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GoCentroBus Mobile App
Customers can access service alerts through Centro’s GoCentroBus mobile app. The notice regarding the fare
restructuring plan was posted on the app on December 21, 2021, as part of the system-wide service alert
notification.

(Screenshot of GoCentroBus app home page)

(Screenshot of GoCentroBus app alert page)
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Buses
A legal notice was displayed on the interior of the entire fleet of Syracuse buses starting on or before January
11, 2022.

(Legal notice)
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PUBLIC HEARING
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, an in-person public hearing was not practical. Centro chose to hold
the hearings virtually utilizing GoToWebinar as the virtual hearing platform. Members of the Centro Executive
Staff attended the virtual hearings on Tuesday, February 8, 2022. The Vice President of Business Development
and Corporate Communications presented the proposed plan via a PowerPoint presentation. A sign language
interpreter and subtitles in Spanish were on screen for the entirety of the presentation.
Session one began at 12:00 pm; there were 18 registered participants. Session two began at 6:00 pm; there
were six registered participants. There were more than a dozen questions received during the during the
public hearings which are detailed in the Public Comments section of this report.
The webinar recordings were made available through the GoToWebinar platform via links on Centro’s Public
Hearings & Meetings website page. On February 14, 2022, the sessions were uploaded to Centro’s YouTube
page (session one: https://youtu.be/kuRaF87wm6w; session two: https://youtu.be/qnU1MCQeBwE).

(Screenshot of 6PM meeting YouTube video)
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PUBLIC COMMENTS
Centro accepted public comments through Friday, February 11, 2022. There were several comments or
questions received during each session of the Public Hearing. The unedited GoToWebinar transcription is
shown below. Centro assigned a number to each person who took part in the meeting to help identify
multiple questions and responses related to each other. Some Centro Responses will be out of order if the
response came after another question was already answered.

Centro Public Hearing Comments
Proposed Fare Restructuring - Onondaga County
Monday, February 8, 2022 (12:00 PM & 6:00 PM)
#

Time

Question/Comment

3

12:11 PM

love the lower fares

Thank you.

3

12:13 PM

will this cost Centro money though? I'm worried
about more cuts to service

See above.

1

12:18 PM

First off, I'm very happy about the decision to cut
fares and create more fare parity across the
system. I want to thank you for going forward with
this decision.

We are working to hire more operators which will
allow us to increase service. In March we are
going to be adding some frequency to some
existing routes. We are finalizing details for both
suburban and urban routes.

I am concerned about the logistics about putting
the work of selling these different pass options on
our already overworked bus operators. Navigating
these seems like it has the potential to slow our
load times and negatively affect service
performance. Are there options for placing fare
machines outside at bus stops? It seems that
these would function similarly to parking meter
machines, which seem to be quite durable and
would enable riders to load the bus with their
pass already in hand. Drivers also have the
option to add time or pay for parking through an
app on their phone. I know a pilot for a fare up
was used on the SU Hill route, are there plans to
implement that system-wide?
My other question involes how Centro expects
this new fare structure to change operating
revenue, and what impact will that have on
Centro's ability to improve service. Current
headways of over 1 hour on most routes (I live on
the James Street route) are a bigger deterrent
than the fares, and I am wondering if there are
plans to use increased revenue to allow more
frequent service on our most-traveled routes.

Centro Response

We believe that by having fewer passes and
simplifying the options for operators and
customers it will speed up the boarding process. It
will also help us transition to mobile ticketing
where customers can set up an account on their
mobile devices and buy passes online. We are
testing mobile readers now and hope to have the
system online within the next few months. This will
help speed up boarding and allow us to be more
efficient.
The maintenance and upkeep associated with
having machines outside bus stops gets
expensive. We would rather put our resources into
service on the roads rather than payment outlets.
Having the ability to purchase tickets on the bus
will help address the various needs of our users.
The parking app example doesn't sound familiar to
us. But this is how our mobile ticketing option
would work. You select your options and can
reload as needed. The validators allow the wave
and pay option.

3

12:20 PM

-Jim Dunne (Sedgwick neighborhood)
are you going to say more about mobile ticketing?

See above.

3

12:21 PM

Thank you for the presentation!

You're welcome.
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#

Time

Question/Comment

Centro Response

4

12:21 PM

Why was the 30 ride pass eliminated?

We're trying to simplify the number of passes
we're offering. It wasn't as popular as other pass
types. We didn't offer them in our smaller
properties and we're trying to make a universal
fare system with universal pass options. Both the
20 and 30 ride passes were eliminated for these
reasons.

3

12:23 PM

I agree with the comment about wait times.
Really like the idea of being able to ride more
because of cheaper fares, but the bus only
comes by my house so often as it is!

We're working on that and would like to increase
the frequency of our bus service.

3

12:23 PM

Thank you.

1

12:25 PM

3

12:27 PM

mobile ticketing sounds really good. I'd love
that!
Thank you for the answer on mobile ticketing! I
agree that will really help with efficiency and
loading. Thank you for working toward this and
for taking the time to meet with us and answer
questions. -Jim Dunne
will bank cards work with the readers too?

3

12:28 PM

that makes sense, thank you for the answer, I
can see how it would be slower

Thank you.

3

12:29 PM

will the lower fares cost centro money? I'm
worried about more service cuts

We're able to withstand any near-term loss of
revenue regarding this change. We're not worried
about service cuts as a result of lowering fares.
We're hoping to get more people to ride because
the more that ride the smaller the impact on
Centro. We think that people are trying to get
everything down in one trip. By lowering fares we
feel that people will ride more often and have
more options to ride more frequently. Our plan is
to add more service beyond the pre-pandemic
levels. The only obstacle to achgieving that is the
current number of bus operators.

3

12:30 PM

I love that!

Great!

2

12:31 PM

THanks for your intentions and event today.
Lower fares are great idea. Great how this
might speed up boarding. However, frequency
is the real 'elephant' as we know. I would pay
more, for more service.

We understand that. We don't believe this will
impact service. As soon as we get more bus
operators we will increase our level of service. If
anyone knows of individuals who want to be a
Centro bus driver - send them our way.

3

12:31 PM

thank you so much for the presentation and for
answering our questions. It was very
informative!

You're welcome.

We want to make sure everyone understands
what we're doing. It's a lot easier telling people
that their bus fares are going down.

Not yet. It's something we're looking into. There
is a concern with bank cards slowing down the
boarding process. The process from the swipe to
the autroization process has extended boarding
times in other transit agencies across the US. If
you have a long line at a stop or at the Hub that
can be problematic - even if it's tap and go. The
communication between the farebox and the
bank can be slow and we don't want to extend
wait times for customers.
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#

Time

Question/Comment

Centro Response

3

12:34 PM

love our bus drivers they're so important to the
community

We absolutely agree. They do a tremendous job
and a very difficult job at times as well.

2

12:35 PM

Would more drivers mean, a lower overall work
burden on your current drivers?

We don't believe that would be the case. The bus
operators do the work that they can within FTA
guidelines. They can't drive more hours than
allowable under those guidelines. More operators
does not necessarily mean that operators will
work less. It will allow us to add back service that
we've had to curtail.

2

12:38 PM

THanks!

N/A

3

12:38 PM

thank you!

You're welcome.

6

6:21 PM

what is the fare on a ride where you stay on the
same bus through the hub, but the route
changes?

You will not be required to pay a second fare.
We're not going to ask people to get out of their
seats and come insert more fare into the farebox.
If you're riding a route that continues on you don't
have to reboard and pay a second fare.

6

6:22 PM

Thank you I appreciate the info

You're welcome.

6

6:22 PM

can you say more about the mobile payment, is
it through an app or something like that?

It will be through our existing GoCentroBus
mobile app. Once launched there will be an
option on the app to set up an account and buy
your passes. You won't need to access another
app. We feel that's important for our customers to
be able to stay on the same. platform.

5

6:23 PM

Will cash always be accepted, even after you
begin using digital means?

Yes we will always accept cash. There are no
plans to go cashless.

7

6:24 PM

Will Tops sell the new passes, or will they be
available only through Centro?

6

6:25 PM

How will this affect Centro's budget and ability
to bring back/improve service?

They will be available at Tops for the time being.
That is something we will look at in the future whether we will continue to provide them at other
outlets. We have reached out to Tops and are
swapping out fare media to match the proposed
options.
It will have no affect on our abiliity to bring back
service. The more people who ride the better
positioned we will be able to bring back service. If
you know of individuals who might want to be a
bus operators send them in our direction. More
operators means more service. In March we will
begin adding urban and suburban service once
the current operator training class ends.

6

6:27 PM

that's great news about March, thank you!

Yes - we're excited. Not 100% but a step in the
right direction. We'll add it as we can. It's
important to the community.

8

6:28 PM

thank you

You're welcome
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#

Time

Question/Comment

Centro Response

5

6:29 PM

Are you changing any other paratransit options, for
example how you sign up and so on?

At this point no. We are looking at paratransit
ticket options but it's a complicated process.

6

6:29 PM

is there a possibility of all-door boarding at busy
stops with the new payment options?

Not initially. We prefer front door boarding and
don't believe that dual door boarding will make
much of an impact. We aren't seeing long lones
at stops right now so it's not an issue of concern.

5

6:32 PM

Thanks Centro!

You're welcome.

6

6:32 PM

Thank you this has been good information, and I
appreciate Centro reaching out to the community.
Looking forward to the lower fares!

You're welcome.

One public comment was received through the Centro Customer Service Office as shown below.

Customer Feedback through Centro Customer Service Office
Proposed Fare Restructuring - Onondaga County
Tuesday, December 21, 2021 through Friday, February 11, 2022
Time
7:22 AM

Date
Sunday, January 16, 2022

Question/Comment
It's fine with the new price policy coming and fare
units coming in March. It's like what I see out of
town. I just want to make sure I can still buy my
passes with the discount at Tops in Shop City and
the north side. I've saved thousands of dollars with
the program since it started. I'm sure others have as
well. Like a large percentage of riders, I'm on a fixed
income, and BonusPlus pays for itself. When the
pandemic started and you didn't charge for the first
few months, I had someone who could use the
points for gas, but otherwise, they'd be useless.
Also, transfers don't always get used and become a
waste of paper and money anyway, so it's no
wonder they're being retired soon. It'd be nice if
there was BRT like CDTA have in Albany (I'm going
there again next weekend as I know the area and
used to have family there). I live right off of James
Street in Eastwood and near a possible stop, saving
time when I have to get somewhere at short notice.
At least changes in eastbound routes meant #223
isn't sardined with people going to and from
Walmart. In Utica, I wish you hadn't retired the
Sunset route or any that went on French Road near
Chanatrys making it harder to get over there as the
town's not that small without a way around,
especially on Sundays and legal holidays.
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Customer Service did not receive many telephone calls regarding the proposed fare restructure for Syracuse.
Those who did call were largely in favor of the change. At least a dozen calls were received inquiring about the
date of the change.

CONSIDERATION OF FEEDBACK
After reviewing the public feedback, Centro determined that none of the concerns would require a revision of
the proposal. Additionally, customer feedback regarding current and future service, not related to the fare
restructure, will be reviewed through normal channels.

RECOMMENDATION
Approval of Public Hearing and Title VI Fare Equity Analysis reports as written and authorize staff to
implement the proposed fare structure changes on Monday, March 7, 2022.
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